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Singapore’s Health Cloud Edged Out Hundreds of Global Submissions to 

Snag Prestigious DataCloud Enterprise Cloud Award in Monaco 

 

6 June 2015, Singapore – Integrated Health Information Systems (IHiS), the Ministry of Health 

Holdings’ IT arm, received the prestigious DataCloud Enterprise Cloud Award: Cloud End User 

Innovation Award in Monaco on 2 June for its Health Cloud (H-Cloud) project. The H-Cloud edged 

out hundreds of other global submissions to win the 2015 Award, and was conferred the accolade for 

its successful adoption as an innovative solution that delivers outstanding value. This is the first time 

a project from Singapore has won a DataCloud Award, now in its eighth year running.  

 

The Award was received by Mr Francis Fan, Group Director, Technology Management of IHiS. 

Francis also joined other experts to present at the DataCloud Congress, attended by over 1,500 IT 

professionals from 55 countries, and shared Singapore’s journey in transforming healthcare services 

to the cloud, how technology is a lynchpin to support our healthcare operations, giving greater 

assurance with enhanced security, resiliency, stability, continuity and accessibility to our systems. 

Other distinguished speakers included senior executives from Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, and the 

former director of cyber security from The White House. 

 

On winning the Award, Dr Chong Yoke Sin, CEO, IHiS, shared: “This Award is a global affirmation of 

IHiS’ efforts in advancing Singapore’s healthcare industry. We built H-Cloud with the aim of delivering 

an agile yet cost-effective cloud environment that would keep our infrastructure secure and robust, as 

well as enable our healthcare institutions to deploy application systems in a faster, cheaper, and 

greener way as compared to traditional methods. More importantly, the success of Health Cloud 

ultimately benefits the Singapore population, as it enhances the patient experience and patient safety 

in the longer term.” 

 

“From a diverse field demonstrating the range of cloud applications, IHiS was a clear winner of this 

Award, proving that cloud security and reliability can deliver an essential public service supporting 

Singapore with a single repository for medical records,” commented Richard Hall, chairman of the 

Cloud Judges panel. 

 

 

 



Health Cloud 

More than 40,000 healthcare workers in seven medical clusters (including Agency for Integrated Care, 

Alexandra Health System, Eastern Health Alliance, Jurong Health Services (JurongHealth), National 

Healthcare Group, National University Health System and SingHealth) now use IHiS’ H-Cloud to 

access and consolidate all patient electronic medical records (EMRs), resulting in faster and more 

secure retrieval of patient records in its entirety, with more accurate diagnoses, higher data uptime, 

and significant savings on hardware and energy. The H-Cloud was developed by IHiS together with 

Schneider Electric and is based on a modular architecture that would provide a single platform for 

clinicians to access, analyse, and update patient EMRs, while also guaranteeing disaster recovery 

and uptime for all clinical centres during and after any emergency.  

 

H-Cloud has effectively raised infrastructure and application availability from 99.5% to 99.99% as a 

result of the cloud’s active-active configuration; quadrupled levels of server utilisation; and reduced 

compute provisioning time from 6-8 weeks to 2-3 days, with no need to buy and set up additional 

computers as H-Cloud has sufficient capacity to host new applications or expand existing ones.  

 

An independent assessment by Price Waterhouse Coopers suggests that the Health Cloud would 

deliver savings of millions of dollars over the next ten years. Each hospital cluster would reduce its 

costs by about 55% on average as compared to business-as-usual costs by 2025.  

 

On the benefits of Health Cloud, Ms Joanne Yap, COO of JurongHealth said: “The new Ng Teng Fong 

General Hospital (NTFGH) is due to open on 30 June 2015. We chose to deploy our IT systems in 

Health Cloud. This deployment methodology relieves the hospital from acquiring hardware, software 

and professional services separately and we can achieve economies of scale.” 

 

DataCloud Congress and Awards 2015 

Now in its eighth year, the prestigious DataCloud Awards is recognised as the premier industry 

accolade across Europe and internationally. With an extended panel of independent expert Judges, 

the 2015 Awards aim to identify the best-of-breed concepts, solutions, expertise, and recognise the 

best in class and excellence in the global industry. The Awards are part of the DataCloud Congress 

and are highly sought after because of the independence of the panel of Judges, robust scrutiny of 

nominations, and their relevance to today’s changing conditions in a continually evolving market. Over 

the past years, award winners have included international companies such as Equinix, TelecityGroup, 

Interxion, Cohesive FT, iomart, Colt Technology Services, Cofely GDS Suez/akquinet GmbH, 

Claranet, 6Degrees, Prior1 GmbH, The Open Compute Foundation, Portugal Telecom, and NTT 

Communications. For more information, visit www.datacloudcongress.com  

--- End --- 

http://www.datacloudcongress.com/
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Deputy Director, Corporate Affairs, IHiS 

Jeanlouise.lee@ihis.com.sg or +65 97313021  

 

 

About IHiS 

IHiS architects and manages highly integrated systems across Singapore’s public healthcare sector, 

supporting more than 40,000 healthcare staff at all public hospitals, national specialty centres and 

polyclinics. It transforms patient care through innovation and excellence in technology.  

IHiS has garnered more than 40 awards for its smart technologies, and played a key role in six 

Singapore hospitals becoming amongst the first public institutions in Asia Pacific to achieve HIMSS 

EMRAM Stage 6, an international benchmark for advanced technology used in patient care. For more 

information, visit www.ihis.com.sg  
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